Abstract—Any program that reads formatted input relies on parsing software to check the input for validity and transform it into a representation suitable for further processing. Many security vulnerabilities can be attributed to poorly defined grammars, incorrect parsing, and sloppy input validation. In contrast to programming languages, grammars for even common data formats such as ELF and PDF are typically context-sensitive and heterogeneous. However, as in programming languages, a standard notation or language to express these data format grammars can address poor or ambiguous definitions, and the automated generation of correct-by-construction parsers from such grammar specifications can yield correct and type- and memory-safe data parsing routines. We present our ongoing work on developing such a data format description language. Parsley is a declarative data format definition language that combines grammars and constraints in a modular way. We show how it can be used to capture data formats such as MAVLink, PDF and ELF. We briefly describe the processing pipeline we are designing to generate verified parsers from these specifications.

1. Introduction

Parsers serve as a firewall between any possibly adversarial input received by a program, and the rest of the program. Since such data can, maliciously or inadvertently, trigger vulnerabilities in a program, the data and any operations on it need to be validated before the data is copied or processed in any way. Quite often, programmers design their own communication protocols and data formats and implement ad hoc parsers for them in low-level languages such as C and Rust. But with imprecisely specified data formats and parsers written without adequate thought given to malicious data, applications are susceptible to attacks via their parsing modules. Some data definition languages have been developed (e.g., DFDL [1], PADS [2]) to address these issues of specification and parser implementation, but common data and document formats such as PDF and ELF [3] contain constructs that are not easily expressed in them.

Grammars and their parsing techniques have long been well established components of the toolbox used for specifying and implementing programming languages and their parsers. However, the language-processing toolbox is less developed when it comes to data, document and network protocol formats. Unlike the grammar of a programming language, the grammatical specifications of many data formats often show context sensitivity and constrained data-dependency (e.g., the value of the checksum field in a TCP packet depends on the packet contents with possible zero-padding). As a result, applications that handle document and network data use substantially different processing pipelines than those used for programming languages. For example, the actions of a parser for the packets in a network protocol can be driven by a global protocol session state. Similarly, document formats and streaming formats can have container structures within which content is described by independent data formats (e.g. image data within a document). Automatically generated parsers for such data formats, and the techniques involved in the generation of such parsers, are therefore different from those for programming languages.

We describe in §2 our current design of Parsley, an expressive, declarative, modular, data format definition language for data-dependent formats, that is intended to alleviate many of the above problems in data processing. The language has the following design goals:

- A useful foundational set of parser primitives and combinators,
- A capacity to capture context-sensitivity and data-dependency via a constraint system, and
- A module system that enables nested grammars and composes with the constraint system, and
- A formalizable static and dynamic semantics for parsing.

The language is not intended to explicitly support aspects not directly related to parsing, such as specifying protocol state machines for network protocols, or rendering state for document formats.

A format specification in the Parsley language is processed by the Parsley compiler, which performs semantic checks to detect the presence of unsafe or ambiguous constructions, and generates a safe verified parser. This is described in §3. We give examples of the use of Parsley to specify data formats in §4. We compare the Parsley approach to earlier and related work in §5.
2. Language Design

We now explain how the above goals motivate our language design choices.

- The core structure of a Parsley specification is provided by a parsing expression grammar (PEG) [4], concretely specified in notation similar to extended BNF (EBNF) for grammar productions. Although context-free grammars (CFGs) also use the EBNF notation, there are critical differences in its adaptation for PEGs: (a) the choice combinator in PEGs is ordered, as opposed to non-deterministic in CFGs, and (b) the PEG notation includes syntactic predicates that do not occur in CFGs. The choice of a PEG core provides us our base set of primitives and combinators. This choice is motivated by its deterministic execution and amenability to formalization [5] [6].

- Context management is provided by a fairly traditional attribute-grammar system, with a fully specified expression language for attribute computations. In Parsley, non-terminals have user-defined attributes, while terminals have a default attribute value of type byte or byte-string. This system provides Parsley with a mechanism to capture context-sensitivity.

- Additional context-sensitivity is provided by a constraint system that guards further processing within a non-terminal production. The constraint language uses the attribute system to perform context-sensitive checks, and employs primitives in the constraint expression language to perform data-dependent parsing. This constraint system is motivated by the inadequacy of the standard PEG constructs for data-dependent context sensitive parsing (e.g. detecting cyclic relationships when parsing the objects in a PDF file.)

- Parsley includes a module system to enable the composition of independent grammars. This is designed to allow the integration of various different packet formats into a single networking stack, and various different image and font formats into a single document format (such as PDF).

These choices have resulted in two sublanguages constituting Parsley: an expression sublanguage and a grammar sublanguage. The expression sublanguage used in attribute updates and constraints is a strongly typed polymorphic functional language supporting user-defined types and functions. It includes a standard library of common types and utility functions. The expression and data type sublanguage is a total language by construction, that ensures that recursive and iterative computations always terminate. The grammar sublanguage contains the parsing primitives and combinators, and the attribute system. A fragment of the abstract syntax of Parsley is shown in Figure 1

| Paths | \( p ::= x | p.x \) |
|---|---|
| Constants | \( c ::= 0,1,... | \text{‘A’}, \text{‘B’}, ... | ... \) |
| Constructors | \( C ::= C_i \) |
| Attributes | \( l ::= l^i | l^p \) |
| Base types | \( \nu ::= \text{unit} | \text{uint}8 | \text{int}32 | ... \) |
| Monotypes | \( \tau ::= \alpha | \nu | (\tau_i) | \tau \rightarrow \tau | \sum_i C_i \tau_i \) |
| Types | \( \sigma ::= \tau | l \sigma | \sigma \rightarrow \sigma \) |
| Expressions | \( e ::= p | c | Ce | \{ e_i \} | e | e \cdot e | e \cdot e \) |
| Patterns | \( \rho ::= x | (\rho_i) | C \rho \) |
| Functions | \( f ::= (x_i : \sigma_i) \rightarrow \sigma\{ e \} \) |
| Statements | \( s ::= p = e \) |
| Constraints | \( \phi ::= e \) |
| Actions | \( a ::= \{ s_i \} \) |
| Rules | \( r ::= e | c | \text{scan}(c) | \text{scan}^{R}(c) | (x) = N(l_i = e_i) | \phi | r | r \cdot r \rightarrow r \cdot r \cdot r \cdot e \cdot !r | \rho | a \) |
| Productions | \( P ::= N(l_i : \tau_i) \rightarrow r \) |
| Format | \( F ::= \{ \tau_i, N(l_i : \tau_i), P_i \} \) |

Figure 1. Abstract syntax of the Parsley specification language

Expression sublanguage

In Figure 1 \( x \) ranges over identifiers, \( l \) over inherited \( l^i \) and synthesized \( l^p \) attributes, \( c \) ranges over type variables, \( c \) over constants, and \( o \) over standard arithmetic and boolean operators. Paths \( p \) are used to access identifiers across modules. As discussed below, attributed non-terminals are represented as records, and we denote record fields as well as attributes using \( l, C \) ranges over the constructors used for values of sum types.

The type system is a conventional polymorphic type system with records. It is equipped with a set of standard base types \( \nu \), type constructors like tuples \( (\tau_i) \), functions \( \tau \rightarrow \tau \), and records \( \{ l_i : \tau_i \} \) and polymorphic type schemes \( \forall \alpha.\tau \). The Parsley library defines standard data types such as polymorphic lists, sets, and maps.

The expression language is also standard, with tuples \( (e_i) \), sums \( C_i e_i \), function application \( e \cdot e \), attribute or record field selection \( e.l \), type constraints \( e : \tau \), and let bindings and case expressions that bind patterns within expressions. The \( e \sim C \) is a boolean expression that tests if \( e \) is a sum with the \( C \) constructor; this is a useful primitive within grammar constraints.

Parsley supports user-defined higher-ranked polymorphic functions \( f \), where the function arguments have polymorphic types.

Statements are the only imperative constructs, and consist of assignments to (synthesized) attributes.

Grammar sublanguage

We now come to the grammatical constructions: productions, rules, and actions. These are based on parsing...
expression grammars (PEGs) \cite{4}, but extended with an attribute system and constraints to capture context sensitivity. A grammar production defines the parsing expression for a non-terminal \( N \). Each \( N \) is typed as a record, named \( \text{typeof}(N) \), with its attributes as the record fields. Rules \( r \) are elemental parsing expressions and are combined with parsing combinators. Actions \( a \) are used to update the parsing state during parsing, and consist of a sequence of statements where synthesized attributes are assigned. The primitive rules are \( \epsilon \), which successfully matches without consuming any input, and literals \( c \), which match if the input has a \( c \) prefix, upon which that prefix is consumed. The \( N\{ l_i = e_i \} \) rule matches if its production matches an input prefix provided its inherited attributes \( l_i \) are initialized with expressions \( e_i \) evaluated within the parsing context at that point. The \( x = N \) construct names the matched value (of type \( \text{typeof}(N) \)), and enables access to the values of its attributes as \( x.l \) in expressions appearing within any subsequent constraints, actions, or attribute initializations.

These primitive rules can be combined with combinators, as in PEG, but with some extensions. \( r \ r \) denotes the PEG sequence operator, while \( r / r \) is the PEG ordered choice. The \( \{ r \} \) construct is the \textit{not} syntactic predicate in PEG. \( r^e \) denotes the Kleene star, but with an optional bound \( e \) that is context sensitive. If the bound \( e \) is present, it is an integer valued expression that limits the number of times that \( r \) is matched.

A parsing rule \( r \) can be guarded with a constraint expression \( \phi \), written as \( \phi \ r \): the boolean expression \( \phi \) is evaluated before deciding to proceed parsing with rule \( r \). This is a Parsley extension of PEG, and could be thought of as a \textit{contextual} predicate: \( \phi \) can check the current parsing state, using the attribute values of syntactic elements in its context. If this guard fails, parsing backtracks to the most recent choice point, and continues with the next alternative.

Parsley is equipped with a module system that enables splitting a specification into multiple files, and allows data specifications to be re-used in different contexts. Paths support the module system (not shown) by enabling cross-module use of types and syntax elements.

### Extensions under development

The Parsley language is a work-in-progress. It is being adapted as we attempt to use it to capture more data formats, in order to gauge the extent to which existing data formats can be specified in our current formalism or extensions to it. We also intend to use it to define the data formats needed for our other research projects.

We are also considering extending Parsley with primitives to capture manipulations of the current parsing offset by actions such as seeking. Such offset manipulation could either derive declaratively from the format specification, or procedurally under the control of the application driving the parser. A design challenge is to ensure both types of manipulations are supported and compose well. In addition, this is one of the most security-critical aspects of parsing: ensuring that offsets derived from untrusted data are used in valid ways.

Declarative offset manipulation is required for capturing formats such as PDF, where parsing a PDF file involves seeking to the end of the file (or a specific marker) and searching backwards for a syntactic element. This motivated the \( \text{scan}(c) \) and \( \text{scan}^R(c) \) constructs, which scan forwards or backwards for a literal \( c \), and when successful adjust the current parsing offset to the match point. The scans are not explicitly bounded\[1\] though it should be straightforward to introduce bounded scans if required.

### 3. The Parsley Processing Pipeline

The typical use of a Parsley specification is via the workflow illustrated in Figure\[2\] The Parsley compiler performs type and semantic checks on a given Parsley specification. The type checks correspond to standard polymorphic type checking \[7\] \[8\], with additional typing rules to handle grammar productions. In addition, attribute usage checks are performed, such as for \( L \)-attributedness (see below).

The compiler generates prover definitions that are used to perform safety checks: for example, data-dependent values are used as indices into structures such as arrays provided they are suitably constrained. We are developing the safety properties that can be used by a theorem prover (PVS in our case) to verify that the Parsley specification is a ‘safe’ grammar. The compiler also flags the use of constructs such as \( \text{scan}(c) \), which can create the potential for polyglot formats \[9\].

We are also defining the parsing automaton that will be generated by the compiler. This automaton needs to interleave constraint and attribute computation with parsing actions that construct the internal data representation and manipulate the parsing buffer. When used for efficiently parsing data, especially network protocols, attribute computations have to be done on partially constructed parse trees (unlike the typical use of attribute grammars in programming languages, where the entire parse tree of a program can be available before processing). In our experience of using Parsley to define data formats, the computations in constraints and attribute updates require access to a parsing context (via inherited attributes) that is best handled by \( L \)-attributed grammars, which are compatible with the top-down processing of the “core” PEG specification. \( L \)-attributed grammars are attribute grammars where attributes in the nodes in the parse tree to the left of the current node have been assigned their final values. This eases the implementation of PEG backtracking, as individual attribute values do not need to be unwound. The generated automaton is compiled into a library that can be linked into application code. We plan to use a Rust code generator to ensure that the library is type and memory safe, and can be linked into C applications, and is compatible with other languages using the appropriate wrappers.

---

1. They are implicitly bounded by the runtime system which knows the size of the parsing buffer.
The data representation constructed by the automaton contains a proof of parse. We are building on the approach used in [5], which formalized PEG parsing and the generation of PEG parsers. These parsers annotate the constructed data representation with grammar metadata that can be used to verify that the representation is a valid parse of the given input data for the given Parsley specification. This verification is done in a generic (i.e. grammar-independent) verifier, which is simple enough to include in the application itself. In addition to ensuring parser correctness, the verifier provides tamper-resistance for the parse tree, e.g. across serialize-deserialize operations.

Unresolved issues

The API between the application and the parsing library will dictate crucial implementation choices, and hence impact the code generation pipeline. This API might differ across applications parsing the same format, and these types of API often differ across different types of formats (e.g. streaming network formats versus document formats).

A crucial requirement is to ensure that the computation performed by the parsing automaton is bounded and well-characterized; e.g. arbitrary input data cannot cause unrestricted computation within the parsing library. We are attempting to provide formal guarantees that this will be the case.

Our language definition and processing infrastructure has focused more on the parsing problem, and less on the encoding or serialization aspect. We have left this for later investigation.

4. Case Studies with Parsley

We have found the language design above has allowed the succinct specification of several data formats as well as packet formats in a few network protocols. We show below snippets of the packet formats in the MAVLink network protocol and fragments of the ELF and PDF data formats.

4.1. MAVLink

The Micro Air Vehicle link (MAVLink) protocol is an open source standard for unmanned aerial vehicles. The packet payload lengths can span from 0 bytes to 255 bytes that can use one of 18 different message types and one of the 91 MAVLink commands [10]. As shown in Figure 3, the packets include two integrity mechanisms, with a third optional mechanism. First, the packets include a length field—that shows the total length of the rest of the packet. Second, the packets include a 2-byte checksum after the payload. The packet has an optional trailing 13-byte signature.

Listing 1 shows the Parsley syntax corresponding to the format in Figure 3. The mavLinkPkt non-terminal is represented by a record with typed synthesized attributes corresponding to the packet fields of interest. The production for this non-terminal first checks for the literal magic bytes \xfd identifying a MAVLink packet. It then extracts the payload length into the pll local variable using the definition Int8 of an 8-bit integer interpretation of a byte from the Parsley standard library. The following scalar fields are similarly extracted into variables, which are used in the terminating action to assign the values of the corresponding synthesized attributes. The extraction of the payload bytes into pld uses a byte array specified by the bounded Kleene star combinator, whose data-dependent length is computed from pll using a standard library function $\text{Int}_{\text{of}}$$_{\text{byte}}$. After the checksum field crc is extracted, the following constraint uses a user-defined function compute_checksum to ensure that the extracted checksum is valid. A similar sequence of parsing and constraint rules is used to verify the packet signature. Parsley allows this sequence to be wrapped in the optional construct $\text{?}$, which returns a value in the option type defined in the standard library.
This shows how Parsley interleaves computation and parsing using the the expression and grammar sublanguages to declaratively define the MAVLink packet format.

4.2. ELF

The Executable Linkable Format (ELF) is used by GNU/Linux systems to describe executable binaries and shared libraries. It is designed to be generic with respect to machine architectures. As a result, the widths and endianness of the fields of various ELF structures in the ELF file are determined only after some initial parsing of the ELF header. In particular, the ELF file header contains fields whose widths are data-dependent. We illustrate how this can be captured in a Parsley format specification.

The ELF header starts with 16 byte identification block called an ident. The ident block contains the architecture independent fields which control how the respect of the header is parsed. The ident block is specified in listing 2 and starts with the \x7FELF magic bytes, followed by a byte each for word size class, data endianness, an ELF format version identifier, an OSABI type, and an OSABI version. The block terminates with padding bytes. Since the endianness and wordsize control subsequent parsing, their values are stored in the ctxt attribute as a record of a user-defined type elf_ctxt. The parsing of the ident block is fairly straightforward, with some constraints to ensure that the field values conform to the standard.

The common architecture-dependent field types are specified in listing 3. ELFInteger16 and ELFInteger32 define fields that are always 2 bytes or 4 bytes in width, respectively, but differ in endianness. ELFWord similarly defines a field that can differ in both width and endianness.
Ordered choice and constraints are employed in their definitions in an idiom similar to a switch statement, where the constraints use inherited attributes to perform context-sensitive parsing decisions. For instance, `ELFInteger16` is defined with an inherited attribute `ctxt` that contains the relevant architecture context. It uses the context endianness to first check whether a little-endian integer parse of 2 bytes is appropriate; if not, it proceeds with a big-endian parse. The parsed integer value is stored in the `val` synthesized attribute. `Int16LE` and `Int16BE` are parsers defined in the standard library. `ELFInteger32` and `ELFWord` are defined similarly.

These definitions now allow us to parse the architecture dependent fields in the rest of the ELF file header, as shown in listing 4. The `elfHeader` is provided the architecture context with the `ctxt` inherited attribute, which it rerels to the architecture specific parsers of each field. The new syntax in the listing shows how the inherited attributes of a non-terminal are initialized in a production.

4.3. PDF

We have specified the core PDF object syntax in Parsley. The snippet in Listing 5 illustrates the use of attributes and constraints in specifying the syntax of indirect objects in PDF.

2. For brevity, we have elided the specification of whitespace handling.
5. Related Work

We build on the core PEG ideas developed in [4], and the attribute grammar approach initiated in [11]. The Parsley contextual predicates, or constraints, are very similar to the semantic predicates discussed in [12] and implemented in ANTLR, although their context is \( \mathcal{L}(k) \) grammars. \( L \)-attributed grammars [13] were motivated by their support for one-pass translation; in the Parsley context, they are also compatible with the backtracking requirements of PEG combinators. We are considering the approach to modularity in [14] in our design of the Parsley module system.

In complex formats such as PDF, parsing involves the construction of a representation of the input data, along with the use and enforcement of non-local constraints on the parsed objects; e.g., the page tree object in a document should not have cycles. The data description languages considered below do not address such data constraints.

Listing 5. The PDF indirect object in Parsley.

```
1 type obj_ctxt =
2  map<(int, int), typeof(PDFObj)>
3
4 IndirectObj i (ctxt: obj_ctxt)
5  { id: int, gen: int,
6     val: typeof(PDFObj),
7     ctxt_updt: obj_ctxt }
8
9 :=
10  n=IntObj [ n.val >= 0 ]
11  g=IntObj [ g.val >= 0 ] &
12  i.ctxt.contains((n.val, g.val))]
13  'obj' o=PDFobj<ctxt=i.ctxt> 'endobj'
14  { i.id := n.val;
15     i.gen := g.val;
16     i.ctxt_updt[n.val, g.val] := i
17 }
18
19 PDFObj o (ctxt: obj_ctxt) () :=
20  DictObj  <ctxt = o.ctxt>
21  / ArrayObj  <ctxt = o.ctxt>
22  / IndirectObj <ctxt = o.ctxt>
23 ...
```

dated by the PDF specification. If the constraint is not satisfied, the parse of the production fails. Similarly, \( g \) expects another positive integer object, representing by its identifier and generation. The constraint following \( g \) ensures that this pair has not been defined yet in the context, using the \texttt{contains} method of the \texttt{map} datatype in the Parsley standard library. Once the literal \texttt{obj} is parsed, the rule expects to parse a \texttt{PDFObj} (whose inherited \texttt{ctxt} is initialized), followed by the literal \texttt{endobj}. On success, the terminating action sets the values of the synthesized attributes of \( i \), and collects the updates to the context in \texttt{ctxt_updt}, which include the identity of the newly parsed indirect object.

The definition of a general \texttt{PDFObj} is specified as an ordered choice among the various types of PDF objects.

Nail [15] implements a description format that supports dependent grammars and dependent fields. However, it does not support a rich constraint system, which requires a constraint expression language. Nail takes an interesting approach to nested formats using its notions of streams and transformations; we intend to address format nesting using our attribute and module system to perform the required parameter passing and handling of shared state. The Data Format Description Language (DFDL [1], pronounced as Daffodil), is an XML-based system for data description schemas, with limited support for user-specifiable constraints.

PADS [16] is an expressive strongly-typed data description language with support for data-dependent parsing and user-specified data constraints. However, we consider inherited attributes to provide a more convenient and modular access to distant parsing context than the let-binding constructs in PADS. The Yakker system [17] allows user-defined attributes to contain context to be used for later parsing, or attribute-directed parsing. But they do not include this attribute system in their abstract syntax, leaving it unclear if all such attributes are inherited, with no upward communication via synthesized attributes.

Narcissus [18] is a parser combinator framework for specifying encoders and decoders embedded in Coq that is able to handle a wide range of network packet formats, including support for typical constructs such as checksums and constrained packet fields. It ensures that the encoders and decoders for a format are inverses of each other by relying on the format specifier to provide suitable proof derivation rules in Coq. The Parsley framework attempts to provide a more user-friendly and flexible format specification environment, but does not currently address format serialization and its correspondence to parsing.

Our Parsley formalization builds on the PEG formalization in [5], including the use of an embedded proof-of-parse that can be used for independent verification of a parse result.
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